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K Y B E R N E T I K A — VOLUME 3 3 (1997) , NUMBER 2, P A G E S 1 7 1 - 1 8 4 

ERROR BOUNDS FOR ARBITRARY 4 P P R O X I -
MATIONS OF "NEARLY REVERSIBLE" MARKOV 
CHAINS AND A COMMUNICATIONS EXAMPLE 

NlCO M. VAN DlJK 

A condition is provided to conclude error bounds when using an arbitrary steady state 
approximation of a "nearly reversible" Markov chain. The error bound is of the form AR 
where 

(i) A can be computed by the approximation in order 

(ii) R can be obtained analytically by the system of interest. 

The results will be illustrated foi a communication system with different source charac
ter'sties. An approximation is suggested based on truncating the corresponding Mobius-
function. An R-value is obtained by an inductive Markov reward equation. Numerical 
illustration indicates that the error bound can be useful for practical purposes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

M o t i v a t i o n 

Markov chain theory has proven to be a powerful tool for performance evaluation of 
computer and communication systems. Unfortunately, such systems rarely exhibit 
a closed form expression, like a product form, due to practical phenomena such as 
blocking or source interactions. As exact numerical analysis can be computationally 
expensive or even infeasible, approximations have been widely developed. 

Approximative approaches are usually supported by extensive experimental illus
tration and heuristic or intuitive argumentation. Analytic a priori or on line error 
bounds, however, are rarely reported and seem more or less restricted to numerical 
or exact decomposition and aggregation procedures (cf. [4,5,10,11,15,20,25]) . 

Robust but secure error bounds are of practical interest to obtain: 

- A 100% secure order of magnitude. 

- A restricted interval of possible values to which attention can be restricted, 
such as for simulation or optimization purposes. 

- A guarantee of possible correctness or incorrectness of model assumptions, 
conjectures and approximation techniques. 
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Recently, in [20] and [22] conditions have been provided by which one can derive 
analytic a priori error bounds for the effect of small perturbations, system modifi
cations or state space truncations. In practice, however, approximations may not 
be based on just a perturbation, modification or truncation. In contrast, approxi
mations may involve a totally different underlying law of motion and not even be 
interpretable as corresponding to some modified system. 

For example, approximations for queueing networks with blocking or failures are 
usually based on (iteratively) adapting effective service rates as if service stations 
can be regarded in isolation and using these in the analogue system without such 
features (see for example various papers in [1]). Or approximations may follow 
by analytic simplifications which do no longer fit a direct probabilistic or system 
descriptive interpretation (cf. [25]). 

General resul t 

This paper therefore aims to provide a tool by which one may also derive analytic 
error bounds for arbitrary approximations, not necessarily based on a system modi
fication, but instead, which are merely based on some given approximation for the 
steady state distribution. These error bounds can be excepted to be "reasonable" 
when the system in "nearly reversible". 

Near ly revers ibi l i ty 

Reversibility (cf. [8]) is a most important concept in queueing network theory, as 
it can be shown to be an indirect characterization of so-called product form results 
(cf. [7]). While (strict) reversibility of communication networks is limited to special 
or artificial protocols which ignore practical features such as collisions, propagation 
delays and retransmissions, "nearly reversibility" appears to be quite common in 
practical communication networks. Here "nearly reversibility" is not a standard or 
well-defined concept in the literature but roughly stands for a strict reversibility up 
to some minor modification of one or a few of the underlying descriptions, or more 
precisely, up to some reasonably small discrepancy in the reversibility (balance) 
equations for the steady state distribution. For example, a single server system with 
breakdowns is strictly reversible up to the occurrence of these breakdowns, which 
will only take place rarely. Similarly, a communication network such as an ALOHA 
or a CSMA system is strictly reversible up to the occurrence of collisions, which 
should not take place too often. 

Steps invo l ved 

Two steps are involved in order to establish an error bound of the form AR. 

(i) The definition of an artificial Markov chain based on the steady state approxi
mation used. This directly leads to the computation of the difference value _d. 

(ii) The estimation of so-called bias terms by a value R for the given underlying 
Markov reward structure. This step does not depend on the used approxi
mation and in concrete situations can usually be established analytically. 
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By providing the estimate R, error bounds A. R can thus be compared for various 
alternative approximations. 

Specia l app l i ca t ion 

Most of the paper will be concerned with the illustration of both steps for a particu
lar application of practical interest: An ALOHA-system with inhomogeneous source 
characteristics and collision probabilities. To perform the first step an approximation 
will be given based on a so-called Mobius-expansions [24]. This approximation is 
chosen as it cannot just be seen as some sort of physical modification (or pertur
bation) of the original system. A simple bound on the essential bias-term will be 
derived. An explicit error bound for the system throughput is hereby obtained. 
Numerical support indicates tha t the error bound is useful in practice. 

R e l a t e d l i t erature 

The definition of the artificial Markov chain used seems to be new in the present 
setting but is related to the splitting of linear operators in a symmetric (or self-
adjoint) and anti-symmetric part (see [2] and [3]). 

The comparison of the artificial chain and the original model is closely related to 
a theorem that has recently been reported in [20] and [22] to establish perturbation 
or truncation results. However, it does not fit in either of these references directly. 
The estimation of so-called bias terms by means of an inductive proof-technique has 
already successfully been employed in a number of queueing situations. The current 
application to an ALOHA-system, however, is new and involves special technicalities 
as state-dependent collision probabilities tha t are to be dealt with. The approxi
mation for this application is adopted from a recently developed approach in [24] 
based on the truncation of so-called Mobius-expansions. 

In T16] a perturbation theorem is provided for estimating the difference between 
the steady state distribution of a finite Markov chain with that of a perturbation of 
that chain. This theorem is also related to earlier theorems such as in [10] and [15] 
and provides error bounds which explicitly depend on the finite number of states. 
Such a condition is not required in this paper. Furthermore, the error bound is 
expressed in L\-norms, while the bias-term approach adopted herein from [20] al
lows to obtain explicit error bounds in state dependent terms. In particular, this 
allows one to use state dependent modifications and even truncations, provided their 
likelihood is sufficiently small or provided a weighting function can be given, as il
lustrated for example in [20]. Furthermore, this set-up also provides comparison or 
monotonicity results at the same time (see Corollary 2.3). For the present appli
cations in finite cases, the error bounds from [20] and [22] could lead to a similar 
bound as in [16]. Similarly, in [6] an approach has been developed by estimating 
arbitrary Markov chains by reversible upper and lower bound modifications. These 
references though merely provide rough performance bounds and not (small) error 
bounds for (accurate) given approximations as in this paper. 
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2. MODEL AND RESULT 

Consider a continuous-time Markov chain with state space N = { 1 , 2 , . . . } and tran
sition rates q(i,j) for a transition from state i into state j . Without restriction of 
generality assume that this chain is irreducible at some set S with unique stationary 
distribution {n(i), i £ S}. 

Let {if(i), i £ 5*} be some given arbitrary approximating probability distribution 
at some subset S C S and define transition rates at S by: 

q(i,j) q(i,j) + q(э,i)Щ (2.i; 

for all i, j £ S while q(i,j) is defined to be equal to 0 otherwise. Then for all i, j 
one directly verifies the reversibility property: 

ir'(i)q(i,j) = n(j)q(j,i) (2.2) 

Without restriction of generality, also assume that the approximate Markov chain 
with transition rates q(i,j) as per (2.1) is irreducible at S, so that its unique station
ary distribution is given by {¥(•), i £ S}. (Note that the global balance equations 
are directly verified by summing (2.2) over all j.) 

Let r : 5" —•*• ffi. be some given reward function, to be interpreted as a reward per 
step, and consider the stationary (or average) reward measures: 

(2.3) 
f G = £.€s*(0K0 
I ^=£ .€5^0^(0 

where we assume that these are well-defined. We wish to evaluate the difference 

\G-G\. 

First, let us make some notational conventions. An upper bar "-" symbol indi
cates the approximate model. Without further mentioning we only give definitions 
for the original chain and we directly adopt these definitions for the approximate 
model by adding the upper bar "-" symbol. With reference to Remark 2.4 below, 
for convenience assume that for some finite scalar Q < oo: 

Q > SUP X^ Ч\ҺJt 
(2.4) 

Then by the standard uniformization (or randomization) technique (cf. [18], p. 110) 
the distribution 7r is equal to the unique stationary distribution of the discrete t ime 
Markov chain with one step transition probabilities p(i,j) defined by: 

p(i,j) = q(i,j)IQ (jфi) 

P(г,i)= [l-£i-««вІ)/$l-
(2-5) 
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Now let C = {/|/ : S —+ M} be the space of real-valued functions on S and define 
transition operators {Tt\t = 0,1,2,...} : C —> C by To / = / and for t > 0: 

(тt+íf)(í) = ү^P(itj)(тtf)U). (2.6) 

In words that is, Tt f(i) represents the expected value of function / at time t under 
one-step transition probabilities p(-, •) and starting in state i at time 0. Now define 
functions {Vn\n = 0,1,2...} : S.-+ 1 by: 

VП=Q~1J2T t~. (2.7) 

In words that is, Vn(i) represents the expected total reward received over n periods 
under one-step transition probabilities p(i,j) when starting in state i at time 0 and 
incurring a one-step reward r(j) whenever the system visits state j . By virtue of 
the uniformization technique (cf. [18], p. 110) and the irreducibility assumptions, 
for any £ ~ S, we then have: 

G= lim %VN(£) (2.8) 

provided this limit exists. This value G represents the expected average reward per 
unit of time. We note here that the factors Q~l ard Q in (2.7) and (2.8) could be 
omitted but are included for convenience later on. We can now present a general 
comparison result to compare the original model with an arbitrary approximation. 
A more practical corollary will be concluded directly. 

Theorem 2.1. Assume that for some function $, an initial state £ ~ S, all i ~ S 
and t > 0: 

(Г-*)(•).+ « £ (• л / • л *(«*') 
Q(ҺJ) -Q(J,Ч 

and 

Then 

W(І)\ 

Tt Ф(£) < ß. 

[Vt(j)-Vt(ï)] 

\G-G\ < a/3. 

<aФ(j) (2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

P r o o f . By virtue of (2.6) and (2.7) we have: 

J Vt+1 =rQ~1 + TVt 

1 Vt+l=TQ-l + TVt. 
(2.12) 
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Hence, for any n and arbitrary £ £ S: 

(Vn-Vn)(£) = (r_-r)(t)Q~^{TVn^-TVn-i)(£) 

= (r-r) (£) Q-l + (y __ r ) Vn_,(£) + T(Vn^ - Vn_x) (£). 

By repeating this relation for n = N> _y _ _ 1 w e fin_. 

(V>-Vn)(l) ( 2 1 3 ) 

i V - 1 

= E^([ f'-r]Q-1+[(r--T)vn_ t_i])(^)+T^(Vo-Vo)(^). 
í = 0 

Further, by (2.6), (2.5) and (2.1) we obtain for any i: 

(T-T)Vs(i) = ___CP(t-Ji)-p(«>i)]V.(i) 
i 

= E^i)-P( ! ' . i)][^(j)-^W] 

(2.14) 

4«-'E / . .x / • .x ir(j) 
q(*,j) -q(j,i) _7TV tV.0*)-Vf(i)] 

By substituting_(2.14) in (2.13), nothing that 17q__) = VQ^ taking absolute values 
and using that Tt is a monotone operator, i.e. Tt f(i) < Ttg(i) if f(j) < g(j) for 
all j , we obtain from (2.9), (2.10), (2.13) and (2.14): 

J V - l 

\(Vn-Vn)(£)\ <aQ-1YJTt^(£)<af3NQ~l. (2.15) 
í = 0 

Applying (2.8) completes the proof. D 

Though condition (2.9) does in principle allows one to combine the approximate 
values W(-) with the bias-terms Vt(j) — Vt(i), it is more realistic and convenient 
that these will be analyzed separately. This is expressed by the following practical 
corollary, where for simplicity we assume r = r and <$(•) = 1. 

Coro l lary 2 .2 . Let r = r and assume that for some A and all i £ S: 

ІE q(hj)~q(hV 
ҡ(г)\ 

< Л 

and that for some R, for all i, j € S with q(i,j) > 0, and t > 0: 

\Vt(j)-Vt(i)\<R. 

Then __ 
\G-G\<AR. 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

It can also be of interest to investigate whether the proposed approximation 
provides an upper or lower bound of some performance measure. To this end, a 
more relaxed form of (2.9) is given in the following corollary. 
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C o r o l l a r y 2.3 (Comparison result) Suppose that for all i £ S and t > 0: 

(r _ r) (;) + V-
2 

i 

(• -\ (• -\ *U) 
q(г,j)- (j,г) тг(г). 

[Vt(j)-Vt(i)}>(<)0. (2.19) 

Then 

G> (<)G. 

P r o o f . This follows directly by substituting (2.14) and (2.19) in (2.13), recalling 

that the operators Tt are monotone and applying (2.8). • 

R e m a r k 2.4. The uniformization condition (2.4) may seem strong. However, it 

is always satisfied for finite systems. For infinite systems it can be violated, such as 

for an infinite server queue. However, in such practical cases also an "approximate 

uniformization" can be applied by choosing an arbitrarily large Q. As based on 

convergence results in [21] and noting that the value Q does not arises in (2.11), the 

validity of (2.11) can therefore also be concluded in such cases. 

3. APPLICATION: A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

WITH I N H O M O G E N E O U S C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S 

This section deals with a special application in order to illustrate the results of 

Section 2, most notably condition (2.17). Herein, for presentational convenience and 

clarity we restrict to an ALOHA-type communication system with only four sources. 

The extension to any number of sources, however, merely involves more complexity 

and is essentially the same. The approximation used is based on a recently developed 

approach in [24] by truncating Mobius expansions. We choose this approximation 

for two reasons: 

(i) To illustrate the results for an approximation that cannot be seen as just a 

simple modification of the system protocols or law of motion. 

(ii) To advocate this new approximation approach. 

3.1. M o d e l 

Consider a communication system with M sources (transmitters or processors) of 

which each can be in an idle (non-transmitting) or busy (transmitting) mode as fol

lows. When idle a source h will schedule a transmission request after an exponential 

t ime with parameter 7^. Its transmission has an exponential duration with param

eter /i/j. However, with H — {hi,..., hn} denoting that sources h\,... ,hn, say in 

increasing order of number, are currently busy, a transmission by source h £ H is: 

{ accepted an initiated with probability: (5(h\H) 

rejected and lost with probability: 1 — 0(h\H). 
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Here we make the natural assumption that these acceptation probabilities can only 
become smaller if more sources are busy, i.e. for all h, s and H: 

P{h\H + s)<P(h\H). (3.1) 

When lost the source remains idle to schedule a new transmission request after 
another exponential time. By this latter blocking probability we can model different 
aspects of which we give two examples. 

T w o e x a m p l e s 

(i) (S lo t t ed A L O H A ) In slotted ALOHA, transmissions are time-slotted in time 
slots of length S and take place along a single transmission switch. As this switch 
can handle only one task (acceptation or completion) at a time, a transmission can 
be accepted only if none of the ongoing transmissions is completed during that same 
time-slot. Hence, with ws = (1 — e~6ls) the probability that source h completes its 
transmission during a time-slot of length S is given by: 

(3(h\H) =Y[(l-ws) = exp(-<5 J2 Is)- (3.2) 
s£H s£G 

(ii) ( C o m m o n m e m o r y ut i l i zat ion ) As another example, a busy source may 
communicate with (retrieve data from or store data at) some memory device M, say 
during a fraction ws of its busy time. However, to start a transmission, a source must 
first retrieve some information from this memory. As this memory can communicate 
with only one source at a time, none of the busy sources may thus communicate 
with this memory upon transmission request. This is modeled by: 

(3(h\H)= U ( l - w , ) . (3.3) 
s£H 

Both examples can be shown (cf. [23], [24]) to be reversible (cf. [8] for a definition) 
if and only if the source characteristics ws are the same for all sources, i.e. ws = w 
for some w and all s. In that case, the steady state distribution is given by (cf. 
[23], [24]): 

TT(H) = C(\ - wf™-™'-1 H [Ih/U.h] (3.4) 
h£H 

where c is normalizing constant and [H] the cardinality of H. For the case with un
equal values ws, no simple explicit expression seems to be available. As the numerical 
computation becomes computationally expensive for reasonably large systems, an 
approximation tha t can reduce the computation is thus of interest. 

3 .2 . A p p r o x i m a t i o n 

Below, we merely present the idea of a general approximation procedure which is 
developed in [24] and apply it to a system with four sources. The insight and 
underlying details are based on so-called Mobius expansions as investigated in more 
detail in this reference as also related to [14]. 
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General approach 

Consider a continuous-time Markov process with state description H and transition 
rate q(H, H') such that q(H, H') = 0 if | |H ' | — | H | | > 2. Tha t is, only one source can 
change its status at a time. When the process is reversible the stationary distribution 
7r() can be expressed as (cf. [21]): 

?r(H) = e x p W ( H ) with 

WW = J2BQH,]Bl<KW(B)Y,fjolBl(-iy 
i H i - i H n (3-5) 

i 

where K is some specific integer that follows from the transition structure. (Roughly 
speaking, K is the value such that states which differ in more than A' sources do 
not influence each other in terms of a potential interpretation similar to physical 
interactions.) As a result, in the reversible case, the stationary probabilities of all 
states can be expressed in states with cardinality less or equal than K. Here one 
must typically think of K to be small, say K = 1, 2 or 3. For example, with K = 2 
and M = 4 we would obtain 

f *fti,*) = »W w%'%?$k) 

< w u ; K J (3.6 
I _ / i o -i A) - r , r / ^ l 3 ^ 1 , 2 ) TT(1,3) ^ ( 1 , 4 ) ^ ( 2 , 3 ) ^ ( 2 , 4 ) ^ ( 3 , 4 ) 
^ fl\l, / , . } , < ! ; - [V{<p)\ [7r(l)^(2)7r(3)7r(4)]2 

In the non-reversible case, these latter relations fail but still do seem reasonable as 
approximations. Roughly speaking, the approximation then comes down to ignoring 
interactions of states which differ in more than K sources. 

R e m a r k 3 .1 . Clearly, the accuracy of such an approximation will decrease the 
larger K, that is the more different states interact while having up to K different 
components, and the larger M, as this allows more different components. 

A p p l i c a t i o n to m o d e l o f S e c t i o n 3.1 

Now reconsider the model of Section 3.1, where one can think for instance of either 
example (i) or (ii) and for presentational convenience assume M = 4. In the case of 
unequal values ws a reasonable approximation T(-) thus seems to be suggested by 
the reduced set of global balance equations: 

J *(H) £ „ ' V(H, H') = Y:H> W(H') Q(H', H) for H with |H | < 2 

\ (3.6) with 7r(.) replaced by W(-), for H with |H | > 2. 

Here 

(3.7) 

[ lh(3(h\H) forH' = H'U{h} (h£H) 
q(H,H') = \ (3.8) 

{ fih for H' = H\{h} (h£H) 

and q(H,H') = 0 otherwise. Numerical computations (e.g. see Section 3.3) have 
shown that this approximation is quite reasonable for the total distribution. How-
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ever, no theoretical and guaranteed error bounds for the accuracy of these approxi

mations have been reported. To this end, we aim to investigate the conditions of 

Corollary 2.2. 

R e m a r k 3.2. Related to Remark 3.1, the accuracy for this application would 

even be larger if instead of |H | < 2 we would approximate at |H | < 3. This would 

require more approximate computations. Conversely, the accuracy would become 

unacceptable if we would just have approximated at |H | < 1, as if each source can 

be treated in isolation. Also for larger M we could still restrict to |H | < 2, but of 

course the accuracy will somewhat decrease in M. 

3.3. E s t i m a t i o n o f bias—terms: R 

We need to verify the essential condition (2.17). Here we note t h a t we can simply 

identify a state i with a state H, so that all results of Section 2 can be adopted 

directly for this multi-dimensional application. As performance measure of interest 

we aim to evaluate the throughput of the system by: 

r(H)=J2lsP(s\H). 
s$H 

Further, we choose Q by: 

Q = J2Ы + џh]. (3.9) 

Let Vt(-) be defined by (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) with the transition rates (3.8) substi

tuted. As a result, we only need to verify (2.17) for states of the form i = H and 

j = H \ {h} and j = H U {h}. To this end, for convenience write H — h = H \ {h} 

and H + h = Hu{h}. 

L e m m a 3.1. Assume t h a t fih > ^2S Is for all h, then for all H, H + h and t > 0: 

0 < Vt(H) - Vt(H + h)<l. (3.10) 

P r o o f . This will be established by induction in t. As Vo(-) = 0, (3.10) holds 

for t = 0. Suppose that (3.10) holds for t < m and all H, H + h. The following 

relations then follow by expressing Vm+i(H) as according to (2.12). Herein, we note 

in advance that some terms are rewritten or artificially added and subtracted (e. g. 

the term jh Q~l 0(h\H) Vm(H + h) in the first relation) or split (e.g. j3(s\H) = 

(3(s\H + h)-\-[(3(s\H) — (3(s\H + h)] also in the first relation) in order to obtain terms 

with equal coefficients that can be compared pairwise. Further, we recall (3.1). 

Then by virtue of (2.12): 
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Vm+l(H) 

= Y,ъ Q-1 ßШ) + ~~~џs Q-1 vm(н - s) 
s4H sЄH 

+ ~~~ъQ-1ßШ)vm(н + s) + 
s$H 

i-YџsQ^-YъQ-1 vm(н) 
sЄH s(£H 

= Y ъQ"1 ßШÌ+lhQ-1 ß(h\H)+~P-џ,Q-lVm(H-8У+џhQ-lVm(H) 
sţH+h sЄH 

+ J2 ъQ-'ßШ + Һ)vm(н + h) 
sţH+h 

+ Y, ъQ-ЧßШ)- ß(s\H + h))Vm(H + S) + 7 Һ Q- 1 ß(h\H)Vm(H + h) 
s$H+h 

+ 1- £ џsQ-1- Y ъQ'1 ß(s\H)-ihQ-1 ß(h\H) 
sЄH+h s£H+h 

Vm(H). 

And similarly 

Vm+í(H + h) 
= J2 •/gQ-1ß(S\H + h) + ~ГџtQ-1VmKH + h-8) + џhQ-1Vm(H) 

$ІH+Һ sЄH 

+ J2 ъQ-'ßШ + h)vm(н + h + s) 
s$H+h 

+ i - £ џsQ'1- ]Г ъQ~lßШ + h) vm(н + h) 
sЄH+h s$H+h 

= £ ъQ-1 ßШ + Һ) + џhQ-^Vm^Щ + ъQ-1 ß(Һ\н)vm(н + h) 
sţH+h 

+ ~~~џsQ-'vm(н + h-s)+ ~Г ъQ-1 ßШ + h)Vm(H + Һ + S) 
sЄH s^H+h 

+ ~P џsQ-l\ß(s\H)-ß(s\H + h)]Vm(H + h) 
sІH+h 

+ i - J2 џsQ-1- ~~~ ъQ"'ß(*\н)-ъQ-lßW.Щ 
sЄH+h sţH+h 

Vm(H + h). 
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Hence 

Vm+1(H)-Vm+1(H + h) 

= lhQ-1/3(h\H)+ J2 lsQ-1[P(s\H)-p(s\H + h)} 
a$H+h 

+Jh Q-1 p(h\H) [Vm(H + h)- Vm(H + h)] + tih Q-l[Vm(H) - Vm(H)} 

+ J2 »* Q~l[ym(H -s)- Vm(H + h-s)] 
s£H 

+ V lsQ^(3(s\H + h)[Vm(H + s)-Vm(H + h + s)] 
s$H+h 

+ Y. lsQ-1W(s\H)-(3(s\H + h)}[Vm(H + s)-Vm(H + h)} 
s^H+h 

1- J2 VsQ-'-Y^Q"1/3^) [Vm(H)-Vm(H + h)} (3.11) 
s£H + h S$H 

where actually the third and fourth term are equal to 0 but kept in for clarity and 
the use of an argument below. First note that we can write 

Vm(H + s)-Vm(H + h) = [Vm(H + s)-Vm(H)) + [Vm(H)-Vm(H + h)}. (3.12) 

The first term of the right hand side of (3.12) is non-positive but estimated from 
below by —1 as per induction assumption (3.10) for t — m. In relation (3.11) this is 
compensated by the term: 

] T lsQ-l[(3(s\H)-(3(s\H + h)} 
s^H+h 

which equals the coefficient of (3.12) in (3.11). By substituting the lower estimate 
0 from (3.10) for / = m in all other terms, the right hand side of (3.11) is thus 
estimated from below by 0. That is, we have proven the lower estimate 0 in (3.10) 
also for t — m + 1. 

To conclude the upper estimate 1, now recall that the third and fourth term in the 
right hand side of (3.11) are equal to 0, while also pih > ^2S j s . As a consequence, 
these 0-terms can compensate for the first two additional positive terms. More pre
cisely, by estimating the right hand side of (3.12) from above by Vm(H) — Vm(H+h), 
as justified by the hypothesis (3.10) for t — m, substituting the upper estimate 1 
from (3.10) in all terms and nothing that all coefficients sum up to 1, the right hand 
side of (3.11) is estimated from above by 1. That is, we have also proven the upper 
estimate 1 in (3.10) for t = m + 1. 

The induction in m now completes the proof. • 

3.4. Numerical examples 

We can now apply Corollary 2.2 with R= \. The value A. is thus to be computed 
by substituting the approximations as per (3.7). Numerical illustration is provided 
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below. Here we note that realistically for the applications as described in Section 3.1, 

most notably the slotted ALOHA-model, the tu-value should be thought of as being 

small, in which case the results are quite reasonable (in the order of 1 % ) . But also 

larger less realistic w values are included for the purpose of testing. Roughly, the 

results indicate that the error bound as based on (2.16) will be quite rough compared 

to the exact error bound but yet quite reasonable, in order of a few percent, as a 

100% secure bound on the imprecision involved. The exact performance value G is 

included for comparison and is obtained by numerically solving the system. 

R e m a r k 3.3. Similar results can be expected with larger numbers of sources M. 

Of course, with the approximation kept at |H | < 2, the accuracy would somewhat 

decrease. The accuracy, however, will predominantly be determined by the trunca

tion level L : \H\ < L and by the differences on the u^-values. 

N u m e r i c a l resu l ts 

(7 i = 72 = 73 = 74 = 1) 

0-1 = A-2 = /"3 = /~4 = 1) 

G: expected number of idle sources 

G: approximate value based on W as per (3.7) 

s: error bound for \G — G\ as based on (2.16) and (2.17), (R 1) 

Ex. (lUl,lU2,гUз,lU4) G G Л (by (2.16)) є = ЛR 

1 (.5,.5,.5,.45) 2.628953 2.628985 .114 4.3% 
2 (.2,.2,.2, .25) 2.299938 2.299955 .063 2.7% 
3 (.2, .25,.2, .25) 2.316404 2.316425 .083 3.6% 
4 (.1, .15, .2, .25) 2.252328 2.252416 .149 6.6% 
5 (.14,.16,.18,.20) 2.846528 2.846578 .071 2.5% 
6 (.04, .06,.08,.10) 2.103492 2.103497 .047 2.3% 
7 (.01, .02,.03, .04) 2.037369 2.037371 .021 1.0% 
8 (.01,.02, .01,.02) 2.0224361 2.0224364 .047 2.3% 

(Received April 7, 1995.) 
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